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Abstract. Alternative Communication Boards are high-tech Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC) tools that try to compensate for the difficul-
ties faced by people with complex communication needs. Generally, these tools
consist of a mobile application in which the user can construct sentences by
arranging pictograms (picture+label pair representing a concept) in sequence.
This study systematically maps the literature on pictogram prediction in AAC
systems. We analyzed eight studies to investigate how computational methods
are used for pictogram prediction, how these proposals are evaluated, and what
are the studies’ outcomes regarding user communication improvement. The
main findings indicate the usage of different methods for pictogram prediction
and a mixture of automatic and expert evaluation, which lead to inconclusive
outcomes regarding user communication improvement.

1. Introduction

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) is the area of clinical practice that
attempts to compensate for difficulties or disabilities demonstrated (either temporarily or
permanently) by individuals with severe disorders of communicative expression [ASHA
2022]. These difficulties and disabilities are due to several factors, such as cerebral palsy,
microcephaly, autistic spectrum disorders, stroke sequelae, or apraxia. In general, these
people have limitations in gestural, oral, and/or written communication, causing problems
in their functional communication and socialization. To overcome these shortcomings,
AAC interventions based on the selection of pictograms with captions are widely used by
individuals with severe communicative disorders, especially with children, to communi-
cate with others.

Considering the external support that can be used on AAC interventions, non-
technological systems are often referred to as low-tech (e.g., pictures, objects, and com-
munication books), whereas technological systems are referred to as high-tech (e.g.,
speech-generating devices, or AAC applications installed in smartphones or tablets). The
use of AAC systems helps the user to express feelings and opinions, develop understand-
ing, reduce frustration in trying to communicate, and have a greater power of choice
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Figure 1. Example of Assistive Communication Boards using pictograms.

[Beukelman and Light 2013]. Moreover, AAC can also be used as a support tool for sev-
eral educational activities. Figure 1 presents an example of high-tech AAC system with
a content grid (bottom large rectangle), and a sentence area (tiny top rectangle), where
pictograms are arranged in sequence.

Some research points out the barriers or difficulties faced by AAC users when us-
ing these tools for communication. [Pereira et al. 2019, Donato et al. 2018, Berenguer
et al. 2022]. An example of difficulty is the time needed to construct and communicate
sentences [Pereira et al. 2019, Berenguer et al. 2022], making communication less fluid
and causing frustration in the user and his interlocutor. To overcome this problem, a ro-
bust AAC system must support sentence construction by facilitating pictogram searching
and selection [Franco et al. 2018]. This requirement can be satisfied by using colors to
classify pictograms by their part of speech (e.g., nouns, verbs, and adjectives) or by using
prediction techniques to suggest the most appropriate next pictogram [Franco et al. 2018].
Prediction techniques may offer many potential benefits to AAC users [Beukelman and
Light 2013]: 1) reduce the number of selections required to construct a sentence, thereby
decreasing the effort for individuals; 2) provide spelling support for users who cannot
accurately spell words; 3) provide grammatical support; and 4) may increase communi-
cation rate. The literature presents a growing number of published studies that use com-
putational resources and techniques to perform pictogram or word prediction in ACBs,
driven by the increasing use of AI in AAC [Sennott et al. 2019].

Although various mapping studies and systematic reviews investigate the effect of
high-tech AAC on users’ communication [Ascari et al. 2018, Aydin and Diken 2020, Dada
et al. 2022], we found no similar research regarding the use of pictogram prediction in
AAC systems, and its effect in users’ communication. In this paper, we systematically
map the literature searching for the strategies used for pictogram prediction in high-tech
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AAC systems and the methods used to evaluate them. For doing so, we consider the guide-
lines presented by [Kitchenham 2004] and [Petersen et al. 2015] and assume a systematic
mapping study as a particular type of systematic literature review designed to cover and
give an overview of a research field by categorizing and counting contributions by pre-
defined categories [Petersen et al. 2015]. We analyzed eight studies selected from a total
of 248 and investigated how computational methods are used for pictogram prediction,
how these proposals are evaluated, and the studies’ outcomes. The main findings indi-
cate the usage of different methods for pictogram prediction, which vary from knowledge
databases to neural networks, assessed with a mixture of automatic and expert evaluation.
The improvement in user communication is not as evident in the studies, but their results
in the used metrics highlight the contribution of each proposal. The results presented in
this study can be used as guidelines for AAC developers and researchers when developing
AAC tools that perform pictogram prediction.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the
methods for performing the mapping study; in Section 3, we present the selected studies
and discuss the results; and in Section 4, we present our conclusions about the study and
give directions for future works.

2. Methods
2.1. Definition of Research Questions
The systematic mapping study presented in this paper aims to analyze the scientific pro-
posals for pictogram prediction in high-tech AAC systems concerning the computational
techniques and methods used for prediction, the methods used to evaluate the proposals,
and their outcomes. Based on this aim, we formulated five research questions, each aimed
at a different research facet (cf. Table 1). The facets were designed to help to answer the
research questions and obtain a broad view of the current status of research in the field.
They serve to classify the articles obtained from the study selection (cf. Section 2.3).

RQ1 (Prediction method) aims to identify the study’s computational method or
technique used for pictogram prediction. This information is essential to understand the
field evolution over time regarding the methods employed to attack the task. RQ2 (Pre-
diction unit) aims to identify the prediction unit, which is important to understand how the
method makes predictions. This question is important because the definition of pictogram
may not be the same among the studies. Basically, in AAC, a pictogram is picture+label
pair. The label is generally a word or expression that a text-to-speech application will
speak. And the picture or photo is the visual support for the user to understand the label’s
meaning. This question aims to identify what the study uses to perform prediction: the

Table 1. Research Questions
# Question Facet

RQ1 What are the computational method/algorithm/artifact used for pictogram pre-
diction?

Prediction method

RQ2 What is the prediction unit? Prediction unit
RQ3 How the proposal quality is assessed? Evaluation method
RQ4 What evaluation metric is used? Evaluation metric
RQ5 What are the study’s outcomes? Outcomes
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label, the image, the pair image+label, etc. RQ3 (Evaluation method) aims to identify the
method used to evaluate the proposal quality. The way the proposal is assessed may in-
dicate the approach maturity. For example, an automatic (intrinsic) evaluation may show
that the approach is in an initial stage of development [Jurafsky and Martin 2019]. RQ4
(Evaluation metric) investigates what metrics the studies used for evaluation. This infor-
mation clarifies how the proposal is evaluated. RQ5 (Outcomes) aims to investigate the
study outcomes. With this question, we want to examine if the results of the studies are
positive or not concerning the baseline each study indicated.

2.2. Data Sources and Search Strategy

[Chen et al. 2010] suggest using a search string in scientific databases to combine terms
of interest to extract as many related studies as possible and avoid the inclusion of un-
related studies in the results. Figure 2 presents the search string we used. AAC stands
for Augmentative and Alternative Communication, which can also be found as Supple-
mentary and Alternative Communication. AAC systems can also be referred to as voice
output devices, communication boards, or voice output communication aids (VOCAS).
We opted to include all these terms in the string to increase the search range. We opted to
include “word prediction” in the string because as stated in Section 2.1, different studies
may treat pictograms in different ways. If a study considers that the word in its label
better represents a pictogram, so pictogram prediction is word prediction. Besides, pic-
togram prediction is about supporting sentence construction in AAC, similar to message
composition and authoring.

We applied the search string in Figure 2 to six scientific databases: Scopus, Sci-
ence Direct, ACM Digital Library, Taylor & Francis Online, PubMed, and Springer1. This
study was conducted from May to June 2022, considering studies published from 2015 to
2022. The search yielded 248 studies, which we organized using the StArt tool [Fabbri
et al. 2016]. Figure 3 shows the study distribution along sources. Note that the bases
related to the health areas have more significant articles (PubMed and Taylor & Francis
Online). This is because AAC is a clinical practice field, with studies generally conducted
by speech therapists or other health professionals. However, the usage of high-tech AAC
is becoming common, especially the use of AI [Sennott et al. 2019]. Therefore, studies
are also found on sources more related to technologies (e.g. ACM Digital Library). We
identified and removed 18 duplicated studies by using StArt duplicates classification.

1The string may suffer some modifications depending on the database search format.

Figure 2. Search string

( OR “alternative communication” OR “AAC” OR “voice output devices” OR
“communication boards” OR “voice output communication aids” OR “VOCAS” )

AND ( “sentence construction” OR “pictogram prediction” OR “pictogram
suggestion” OR “predictive composition” OR “word prediction” OR “message

composition” OR “message authoring” )
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Table 2. Selection Criteria
# Criteria

E1 The study is written in a language other than English;
E2 The study is not a primary study;
E3 The study is not of Augmentative Alternative Communication field;
E4 The study focuses on AAC but does not use any strategies for pictogram suggestion;
E5 The study focus on word prediction with no pictogram;

2.3. Study Selection

To assess the relevance of the studies to be included in the final results, we applied the
criteria presented in Table 2. Notice that these are exclusion criteria, meaning that the
mapping results exclude the studies that fall on at least one of them. We opted to include
only primary studies as they may fit better the research questions. This criterion avoids
including editorials, keynotes, biographies, opinions, tutorials, workshop summary re-
ports, progress reports, posters, thesis, dissertations, book chapters, panels, or literature
mappings or reviews. These studies may not propose new approaches for pictogram pre-
diction or are not pair revised. Some studies are in the AAC field but focus on word-based
systems. We excluded these studies because they may present word prediction techniques
that cannot perform pictogram prediction.

The procedure for applying the criteria consisted of screening the studies’ title,
keywords, and abstract. In some cases, accessing the study’s full text was necessary as in-
sufficient information is provided in the abstract to decide. It is required when studies are
about AAC and mention prediction but does not specify if it is about words or pictograms
in the abstracts. Two researchers performed the screening procedure to avoid individual
biases. Uncertainties are solved through a researcher’s meeting.

2.4. Data Extraction

For data extraction, we applied the keywording technique, as proposed by [Petersen et al.
2008]. The method assigns labels or keywords to concepts found in the study’s text.
Some open codes would be obtained, which have to be put into an overall structure. In
the process, the codes representing the categories may be merged or renamed [Petersen
et al. 2015]. According to [Petersen et al. 2015], the process may only be applied to the

Figure 3. Studies by sources.
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Table 3. Included studies
Title Author and Year Venue

A semantic grammar for beginning
communicators

[Martı́nez-Santiago et al. 2015] Knowledge-Based Systems

Context-aware communicator for all [Garcı́a et al. 2015] International Conference on
Universal Access in Human-
Computer Interaction

An augmentative and alternative com-
munication tool for children and ado-
lescents with cerebral palsy

[Saturno et al. 2015] Behaviour & Information
Technology

Evaluating pictogram prediction in a
location-aware augmentative and alter-
native communication system

[Garcia et al. 2016] Assistive Technology

Compositional Language Modeling for
Icon-Based Augmentative and Alterna-
tive Communication.

[Dudy and Bedrick 2018] Association for Computa-
tional Linguistics Meeting

Predictive composition of pictogram
messages for users with autism

[Hervás et al. 2020] Journal of Ambient Intelli-
gence and Humanized Com-
puting

A semantic grammar for augmentative
and alternative communication systems

[Pereira et al. 2020] International Conference on
Text, Speech, and Dialogue

PictoBERT: Transformers for next pic-
togram prediction

[Pereira et al. 2022] Expert Systems with Appli-
cations

papers’ abstract. However, if the abstracts are unclear, the method may consider the paper
introduction, conclusion, or other parts. We applied keywording to the papers’ full text
to fit the research questions better. This way, the labels we code while reading the papers
help to answer the research questions presented in Table 1.

3. Results
In this study, we analyzed 248 studies retrieved using the search strings presented in Fig-
ure 2. However, applying the criteria shown in Table 2, only eight studies were included
in the final results. In Table 3, we present the included studies, their references, and pub-
lishing venue. Notice that we got three studies published in conferences [Garcı́a et al.
2015, Dudy and Bedrick 2018, Pereira et al. 2020], and five published in journals. Be-
sides, most of the venues are from the Computer Science field, except for [Garcia et al.
2016], published in a multidisciplinary journal. AAC is a multidisciplinary field [Beukel-
man and Light 2013], and the participation of the Computer Science community in this
field is due to the need to improve AAC interventions to maximize communication and
participation outcomes for individuals with complex communication needs [Light and
McNaughton 2012] by using mobile applications. Besides, word or pictogram prediction
may involve natural language processing techniques, which rely on machine learning and
statistical analysis [Sennott et al. 2019], fields generally populated by computer scientists.

Table 4 presents the results of applying the keywording technique (cf. Section
2.4), which generated 22 keywords along the five studied facets. Next, we discuss these
results regarding each research facet.

Prediction Method: We identified five methods used to perform pictogram pre-
diction in the studies. We can say that the most common methods are those based on
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Table 4. Studies keywording
Facets and Keywords

Study Prediction
Method

Prediction
Unit

Evaluation
Method

Evaluation
Metric

Outcomes

[Martı́nez-Santiago
et al. 2015]

Semantic
Grammar

Pictogram
sense

Automatic None No baseline

[Garcı́a et al. 2015] concept net-
work

Pictogram label None None not reported

[Saturno et al. 2015] Direct graph Pictogram label Quasi experi-
ment

Number of Pic-
tograms, Time

Positive

[Garcia et al. 2016] n-gram Pictogram label Automatic Keystroke sav-
ing

Positive

[Dudy and Bedrick
2018]

Deep learning Pictogram
related words

Automatic MRR, Top-n
Accuracy

No baseline

[Hervás et al. 2020] n-gram Pictogram la-
bel, Pictogram
POS

Quasi experi-
ment

Time, Number
of Pictograms,
Top-n Accu-
racy

Positive

[Pereira et al. 2020] Semantic
Grammar

Pictogram
sense

Automatic Precision No baseline

[Pereira et al. 2022] Deep learning Pictogram
sense

Automatic Perplexity,
Top-n accuracy

Positive

knowledge bases: semantic grammars (2 studies), concept network (1 study), and direct
graph (1 study). However, the mentioned bases have different characteristics. For ex-
ample, a semantic grammar has a component that limits the sentence constructions to
pre-defined grammatical structures. The direct graph used in [Saturno et al. 2015] has
a component that indicates the probability of the connections between its nodes, while
the other knowledge-based approaches do not. For this reason, we opted to maintain
their label classification separated instead of grouping them as knowledge bases. Two
studies using statistical language models based on n-grams [Hervás et al. 2020, Garcia
et al. 2016]. These studies trained bi-gram language models by using pre-defined text
corpora. Another characteristic they have in common is that they enrich the models’
knowledge with the user’s actual usage. Two other approaches employed deep learning
models [Pereira et al. 2022, Dudy and Bedrick 2018]. They used neural networks trained
with synthetic text corpora generated from natural language samples of text. The litera-
ture suggests that neural networks based language models may perform better than sta-
tistical models [Goldberg and Hirst 2017]. Besides, [Pereira et al. 2022] compared their
model with knowledge-based approaches and demonstrated improvements. Their mod-
els outperformed the semantic grammar on predicting the correct pictogram to complete
a sentence. However, neural networks may require more computational resources than
statistical models or knowledge bases, making their deployment difficult in production.

Prediction unit: The analyzed studies used four types of prediction units: the
pictogram label, part-of-speech (POS), set of related words, and the word-sense. As dis-
cussed in Section 1, in high-tech AAC systems, each pictogram has an associated label or
caption, which can be a word or a multi-word expression. Some of the analyzed studies
consider this label enough for making pictogram prediction [Garcı́a et al. 2015, Saturno
et al. 2015, Garcia et al. 2016, Hervás et al. 2020]. This way, they perform a word
prediction and do not take care of polysemic words. For example, the English word “bat”
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can have many meanings (e.g., “nocturnal mouselike mammal” or “a club used for hit-
ting a ball”) and, similarly, many related pictograms in a given vocabulary. In addition
to the label, [Hervás et al. 2020] opted to use its POS tag (e.g., verb, noun, or adjective)
as a prediction unit. They trained a bi-gram language model using the sequence of POS
tags as training data. The aim is to suggest to the user the pictograms labeled with the
predicted POS tag. The authors compared the two approaches and noticed that the pre-
diction improvement based on POS sequencing is not as clear. [Dudy and Bedrick 2018]
treated a pictogram as a set of synonyms. For a given pictogram they look for the labels
used in the Symbolstix database2 and generate a real-valued vector using pre-trained word
embeddings vectors. For example, if a pictogram has four associated words, the authors
get the words’ vectorial representation in the embeddings matrix and average them. The
result is used as the pictogram vectorial representation. The authors used these vectors
as input to their recurrent neural network. Other studies followed an approach similar to
[Schwab et al. 2020], which consider that a pictogram is better represented by a concept
from a dictionary (e.g., person: a human being) [Martı́nez-Santiago et al. 2015, Pereira
et al. 2020, Pereira et al. 2022]. This approach assumes that the concept is a link between
the pictogram label and its figure. [Martı́nez-Santiago et al. 2015] used concepts from
the FrameNet database, [Pereira et al. 2020] used WordNet synsets (a set of synonyms
with a glossary definition, e.g., a person is a human being), and [Pereira et al. 2022] used
WordNet word-senses (a link between a word and a synset). For more details about the
differences between a synset and a word sense, refer to WordNet documentation3. [Pereira
et al. 2022] encodes each word-sense to a real-valued vector using the embeddings con-
structed by [Scarlini et al. 2020]. Approaches based on concepts (synsets, word-senses)
may fit better polysemic words. However, it may require a prepossessing step in the pre-
diction pipeline. An example is [Pereira et al. 2022], which parsed the text corpus for
word-sense disambiguation, and [Dudy and Bedrick 2018], which requires the preexis-
tence of a list of words for each pictogram. Approaches that use labels may not need a
preprocessing step, but it does not treat polysemy.

Evaluation method: The analyzed studies performed two types of experiments
for evaluating their proposals: automatic evaluation and quasi-experiments. One of the
papers only presents the proposal and some usage examples but did not carry out an as-
sessment [Garcı́a et al. 2015]. First, we describe the studies that performed an automatic
evaluation. [Martı́nez-Santiago et al. 2015] evaluated the semantic grammar at each step
of its construction. They tested how well the controlled language (i.e., set of sentences)
fits into the semantic grammar. [Garcia et al. 2016] ran several software simulations to
measure the performance of the different pictogram prediction approaches they proposed.
They evaluated the models over a set of sentences indicated by specialists as adequate for
the AAC domain. [Dudy and Bedrick 2018] used the synthetic text corpus they created
to evaluate their models. They divided the corpus into a five-fold split and computed the
model performance in each fold. [Pereira et al. 2020] assessed the quality of the pre-
dictions made by their semantic grammar by using it to reconstruct subject+verb+object
sentences extracted from the CHILDES database [MacWhinney 2014]. All the experi-
ments performed by [Pereira et al. 2022] were in an automatic setting. They used part
of the synthetic text corpus they built to assess the quality of the proposal on predicting

2https://www.n2y.com/symbolstix-prime/
3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/documentation/wngloss7wn
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pictograms to complete the sentences. Besides, they asked practitioners to inform exam-
ples of sentences usually constructed in AAC systems and evaluated the models’ ability
to complete them. Two studies performed a quasi-experiment involving humans. [Sat-
urno et al. 2015] analyze a student’s performance through a dialogue with and without
using the proposed AAC system. They observed the efficiency and satisfaction of using
the system with predictions. The student is a child with complex communication needs.
In [Hervás et al. 2020], a teacher working with autistic children with complex commu-
nication needs participated in the experiments, which involved reproducing the children’s
conversations in the class over five weeks in the AAC tool. This way, most of the studies
used an automatic evaluation and assessed their proposal quality without the participa-
tion of actual AAC users. This situation can be explained by the difficulties of accessing
people with complex communication needs, but it also indicates that the field is more
exploratory than experimental.

Evaluation metric: Two studies did not report the used evaluation metrics
[Martı́nez-Santiago et al. 2015, Garcı́a et al. 2015]. [Saturno et al. 2015] assessed the
number of pictograms used by the experiment participant to construct the proposed sen-
tences and the time spent. [Hervás et al. 2020], which also performed a quasi-experiment,
used the same metrics and a top-n accuracy, which indicates whether the pictogram the
participant used was on top-n predicted by the model. Top-n accuracy was also used by
[Dudy and Bedrick 2018] and [Pereira et al. 2022], the two approaches based on deep
learning. These approaches used other most common metrics in the natural language pro-
cessing field. [Dudy and Bedrick 2018] used Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), generally
used to assess information retrieval systems quality, where is wanted to the best item to be
in a higher position in the ranking. [Pereira et al. 2022] used a metric called Perplexity,
which indicates how surprised a language model is when exposed to a new distribution
of text. [Pereira et al. 2020] evaluated their proposal’s precision for reconstructing the
sentences from a corpus. And finally, [Garcia et al. 2016] assessed the system’s quality
on saving keystrokes. This way, there is not a consensus on what metric is most adequate
to the task. However, top-n accuracy is the most used metric among the analyzed stud-
ies. As mentioned in Section 1, AAC systems use to present pictograms in a grid. This
way, we can say top-n accuracy measures how accurate the system is in predicting the
pictograms that will be shown in a grid of size n.

Outcomes: Regarding the outcomes of the presented studies, we labeled the re-
sults of the experiments as positive, neutral, negative, or no baseline. We labeled as
positive the studies that presented some improvement in the used metrics when compared
with preview proposals [Saturno et al. 2015, Garcia et al. 2016, Pereira et al. 2022]. No
study was labeled as negative or neutral. We marked those studies that did not compare
their proposal to any other as having no baseline [Martı́nez-Santiago et al. 2015, Dudy
and Bedrick 2018, Pereira et al. 2020]. [Garcı́a et al. 2015] performed no experiment,
and there is no what to compare. Overall, the results presented by the papers are positive.
However, it can be noticed an absence of a baseline in some studies. They are not com-
pared to anything, so we can not say how good or worse they are on the task considering
other approaches.
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4. Conclusions

This paper presents a mapping study aimed to analyze the scientific proposals for pic-
togram prediction in high-tech AAC systems concerning the computation techniques and
methods used for prediction, the methods used to evaluate the proposals, and their out-
comes. We searched in scientific databases for papers matching this aim and found a total
of 248, of which we selected eight based on pre-established criteria. We read the selected
papers to extract the information needed to accomplish the aim of this study and answer
the research questions.

The results indicate that the studies used different pictogram prediction methods,
varying from knowledge databases to neural networks. Regarding the evaluation, some
studies performed automatic evaluations to demonstrate the quality of their proposals.
Other studies executed quasi-experiments with actual users and AAC experts. The im-
provement in user communication is not as evident in the analyzed studies, but the con-
tribution of each proposal is highlighted by their results in the metric they used.

It can be noticed that the method for accomplishing the task (pictogram predic-
tion) is changing over time. First, the studies used knowledge bases. Then, some studies
used statistical models based on n-gram. And recently, studies employed more complex
models based on neural networks. However, using only automatic evaluations and quasi-
experiments demonstrate that this field is yet exploratory. The analyzed papers present
initial versions of their approaches, which are not yet adequately tested by the actual
users. This way, one can not conclude whether pictogram prediction affects AAC user
communication. This fact opens a horizon of possible future works involving the pre-
diction of pictograms. Some of the analyzed studies point to the difficulties of accessing
AAC users, given their cognitive limitations. However, this problem must be faced by
someone one day to help the field to progress.

We can consider each researcher’s subjective understanding of applying exclusion
criteria as a threat to the validity of this study. However, to ensure greater consistency in
the process and the extracted data, all accepted papers were reviewed by two researchers.
Besides, the used scientific databases may have some limitations on applying the search
string. Therefore, relevant studies may not have been included in the study. Similarly,
studies that predict pictograms but do not clarify this in the title, abstract, or keywords
may not have been included simply because search engines did not find them.

We consider that this study may serve as guidelines for AAC developers and re-
searchers to embassies the decisions regarding pictogram prediction in AAC systems. In
future work, we intend to implement an AAC tool with pictogram prediction for Brazilian
Portuguese and assess its ability to facilitate user communication in real scenarios.
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